CITY BAG
DOWNTOWN
Little zipper top bag, just large enough for the

basics. Six pockets on the inside help
to keep everything organized.
Great for a night on the town or shopping!
Directions included for an insulated lunch bag.
Directions are for non-directional print fabric
Fabric with a directional print may require more
fabric (see box below)

FABRIC					
FABRIC A Outside Non-directional fabric
Bag Body, Side Binding			

⅝ yard

For directional print fabric, you will need enough fabric to cut the following
			
2 rectangles		
16” wide x 14¼” tall
			
2 strips			
2½” wide x width of fabric

FABRIC B Inside Non-directional fabric
Bag Body (Lining), Pockets, Pocket Lining

1 yard

FABRIC C Finishing Non-directional fabric
Handles, Bottom, Binding, Bows, Tabs		

½ yard

		

INTERFACING
Bag Body: Bosal’s IN-R-FORM PLUS (#493-18)
18” x 58”wide
		
IN-R-FORM PLUS is a double-sided fusible foam batting
Bottoms: Bosal’s CRAF-TEX PLUS (20” wide)
½ yard
		
CRAF-TEX PLUS is a double-sided fusible stiff interfacing		
ZIPPER 24” Aunties Two Handbag Zipper with a wide zipper tape and double
slides. Available at many local quilt shops or online from wingspancrafts.com
STAYS also sold separately - use AT632 Mini Poppins Stays (Size E)

ADDITIONAL FOR LUNCH BAG (see page 12) ½ yard of 45” wide insulated
batting like InsulBright by Warm & Co or Poly Therm by Bosal; 1 yard of 17”
wide fusible web like Splendid Web by Bosal or Wonder Web by Pellon
Optional: ¾ yard of Iron-on Vinyl 17” wide by Heat and Bond (for outside of
pockets and inside bottom only)
Other Tools: Thread to match fabric. Sewing machine with a walking foot and free arm,
sewing machine needles Microtex 90/14 or Janome Purple Tip needles. Steam iron. For
marking lines - DM Quilting Basic Marker Tools 12” x 12” Basic
Marker (available through DMQuilting.com). Chalk or Frixion pen.
Parchment paper or Teflon sheet. Scissors (both large and small),
thin glass head pins, regular pins, Clover Wonder clips, rotary mat,
rotary cutter, turning tool like Dritz Turn It All, acrylic rulers, seam
ripper, measuring tape.
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